FEATURE

THE
“EPHESUS VISION”
FOR EVERY ETHNE

IN MATTHEW 28, JESUS gives the parameters
of making disciples of every ethne – every one of
the thousands of ethno-linguistic groups in the
world. ETHNĚ (www.ethne.net) is a global network
or “family” of mission leaders on every continent,
intensely focused on unreached peoples. ETHNĚ
is built on trusted relationships; many non-Western
participants say this is the first global network where
they feel like equal partners.
ETHNĚ has three main components.
1. Celebrate God’s continuing work and progress
among the unreached.
2. Assess the status of the unreached world.
3. Accelerate gospel progress among the unreached.
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One of the outgrowths of this 3-fold ETHNĚ process is
the Ephesus Vision (see video and explanation at www.
ethne.net/Ephesus). The Ephesus Vision has its roots
in the account of Acts 19:9-10, in which Paul and his
co-laborers worked in Ephesus for two years, and “…all
the Jews and Greeks who lived in the province of Asia
heard the word of the Lord.” This was approximately
15 million people evangelized in just two years!
We see God starting modern “Ephesus Movements” as
we are tracking 100+ “Church Planting Movements”
(CPMs) around the world. As exciting as it is to
celebrate these CPMs, there are still 6700+ Unreached
People Groups (UPGs) and many more overlapping
unreached cities, nations, and language groups. The
number of unevangelized has grown from 1.1 billion
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Not only are we seeing disciples make
disciples and churches birth churches,
we are also seeing movements catalyze
movements.
in 1980 to 2.2 billion today.1 What will it take to truly
see “no place left?”
The Ephesus Vision is cascading “Ephesus Movements”
in this generation throughout the most-neglected
families of the unreached. In the book of Acts, we see
movements “cascade” beyond the limits of a people
group or region into other people groups and regions.
Modern movements in places like China, India, SE
Asia and Africa are similarly not stopping in their
own group, but cascading over into related “cousin”
groups. For example, the Bhojpuri CPM leaders were
not willing to limit their efforts to the 90-100 million
Bhojpuri speakers. Instead God has used this movement
to catalyze CPMs in four neighboring UPGs and 5
major cities in North India. Not only are we seeing
disciples make disciples and churches birth churches,
we are also seeing movements catalyze movements.
God has already put together several “Ephesus” teams
in Africa and Asia from which we are learning, such as
the Bhojpuri mentioned above or the Horn of Africa
family of movements. ETHNĚ has also formed several
new Ephesus teams focused on large unreached families
of 100+ UPGs and 100+ million people.
ETHNĚ is pursuing God for Ephesus movements in
every unreached group, nation, tribe and city. Then as
God chooses the times and places to start movements,
the Ephesus team can effectively partner to help these
new movements cascade into nearby and related
unreached groups.
The Ephesus Vision recognizes several key strategy
elements.
1. The Kingdom as the goal of missions: Missions
exist to birth the church where it is not present. As
the indigenous church is birthed they are to live
out all the kingdom aspects of God’s community
in their own culture.
2. Recognize Holy Spirit driven CPMs as a key
to changing the unreached percentages: The
unevangelized 30% of the world will only be
reached by indigenous disciples making disciples
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that make disciples, churches birthing churches that
birth churches, leaders developing and empowering
leaders that develop more leaders, and movements
that catalyze more movements.
3. Focus on multiple unreached groups rather than
just working one-at-a-time: Past attention has been
given to the inter-relatedness of groups; now we are
strategically serving unreached groups in such a way
that they can serve and be served by other related
“cousin” groups.
4. Work together more effectively as the Body
of Christ: All too often we follow the “Golden
Rule”—he who has the gold makes the rules. A
revolution is coming as we emphasize learning
from and submitting to the strategies of existing
movement leaders and put more resources in their
hands (keeping less for ourselves) so they can better
lead the way in reaching the unreached.
5. Train new movement catalysts from around the
world: God is revolutionizing training as we learn
how to better prepare laborers for birthing the church
among the unreached. Much of this is happening
organically, and various people around the world are
dialoguing about how to best link existing efforts and
design new processes in an “open-source” way that
can bless many trainees. See “Training Movement
Catalysts” in the Mar/Apr MF.2
Various movements and organizations are pursuing
efforts described by the Ephesus vision, whether
or not they are connected to ETHNĚ. The main
question is how to best serve existing Ephesus efforts
and catalyze new ones. If you are already involved in
these types of Ephesus CPM efforts and/or would like
to be part of building these processes, please contact
ephesus@ethne.net.
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